
“A ROOM WITHOUT BOOKS IS
LIKE A BODY WITHOUT A SOUL.” 

- MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO
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FEATURES OF THE MONTH

NEW BOOKS
DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW AT THE LIBRARY 

CELA - FOR PRINT

IMPAIRED READERS

When a deadly attack forces Joan back into the

monster world in ‘Never a Hero’ (2023), she finds

herself on the run with Nick, as Aaron closes in. Torn

between love and family and monstrous choices, Joan

must find a way to re-gather her old allies to face down

the deadliest of enemies, and to save the timeline itself. 

Petra sees no reason to cede her wealth and freedom

to any man now that the love of her life is gone. But

when ballroom gossip suggests that a longtime friend

has died of a fit due to her 'melancholia' while in the

care of a questionable physician, Petra vows to use her

status to dig deeper--uncovering a private asylum

where men pay to have their wives and daughters

locked away, or worse. Give ‘Act Like a Lady, Think

Like a Lord’ (2023) a try!

The Library offers access to a collection of

over 1 million books, magazines, newspapers

in a choice of accessible formats for people

with a print disability through the Centre for

Equitable Library Access. Ask staff how to

access CELA. https://prl.ab.ca/elibrary

/centre-for-equitable-library-access
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“I HAVE ALWAYS IMAGINED THAT
PARADISE WILL BE A KIND OF

LIBRARY.”
- JORGE LUIS BORGES

ADULT

Christian Romance

Fantasy

Historical Fiction

Horror Comic

TRY A NEW SERIES

As Mother rallies her forces to wipe out the

resistance, our heroes meet an old friend who

reveals the untold secrets of the universe.

With the fate of all things hanging in the

balance, who will remain standing when the

forces of magic and technology collide? Find

out in Ascender Volume Four: Star Seed!
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“IF THERE'S A BOOK THAT YOU
WANT TO READ, BUT IT HASN'T
BEEN WRITTEN YET, THEN YOU

MUST WRITE IT.”
- TONI MORRISON 

ADULT NON-FICTION

WHAT’S NEW IN LARGE PRINT

Following the breakout success of his first cookbook,

Snoop Dogg returns with this new collection of recipes

in collaboration with his friend and iconic Bay Area

rapper E-40. Drawing inspiration from both rappers'

musical catalogs, their favorite meals to cook and eat

together, and E-40's Filipino food business, Lumpia,

here are 65+ crowd-pleasing dishes that range from

drinks to main courses to desserts. Seriously

entertaining, this soulful cookbook is the follow-up

fans are hungry for.
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Travel Guide

Interpersonal

Relations

Cookbook

Autobiography



“BOOKS ARE THE ULTIMATE
DUMPEES: PUT THEM DOWN AND
THEY’LL WAIT FOR YOU FOREVER;

PAY ATTENTION TO THEM AND
THEY ALWAYS LOVE YOU BACK.”

- JOHN GREEN

YOUNG ADULT

GRAPHIC NOVELS

Ever since she was an orphan taken in by the order,

Reed has wanted to be an Aristene. Now an initiate,

just one challenge stands in her way: she must

shepherd her first hero to glory on the battlefield.

Succeed, and Reed will take her place beside her

sisters. Fail, and she’ll be cast from the only home

she’s ever known.

Nothing can stop Reed–until she meets her hero,

Hestion, a fiery and infuriating warrior. What begins

as an alliance becomes more, and as secrets of the

order come to light Reed begins to understand what

becoming an Aristene may truly cost. Battle looming,

she must choose: the order and the life she had

planned, or Hestion, and the one she never expected.
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Canadian History

Horror Fiction

Romance

Romantic

Comedy



“A CHILDREN'S STORY THAT CAN
ONLY BE ENJOYED BY CHILDREN IS
NOT A GOOD CHILDREN'S STORY IN

THE SLIGHTEST.”
- C. S. LEWIS

JUNIOR NONFICTION

JUNIOR FICTION

EARLY CHAPTER BOOKS

JUNIOR
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“BOOKS HAVE A UNIQUE WAY OF
STOPPING TIME IN A PARTICULAR
MOMENT AND SAYING: LET’S NOT

FORGET THIS.”
- DAVE EGGERS 

PICTURE BOOKS

This loving bedtime poem shares all the ways

in which a family will welcome their long-

awaited new member. Sharing love as deep

as the beluga dives and as warm as the

shaggy hair of the muskox, this poem

envelopes a new baby in the embrace of their

new home in all its forms--the Arctic

landscape and the welcoming arms of family.
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LIVRES FRANÇAIS

Que vous appreniez

le français ou que

vous soyez

francophone, ces

livres sont faits pour

vous!



COMMUNITY RECOMMENDATIONS
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